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We see the next generation as powerful agents of change. As such, we partner with

universities, teachers, principals, and other educational institutions to identify future leaders

to help spur a shift in global consciousness and behavior about the issue of human trafficking.

Ending Slavery Toolkit: Download and Share
The Foundation’s Global Youth Leadership Campaign inspires young people around the world to get involved in the global anti-

trafficking movement. This educational toolkit was designed to help you gain a basic understanding of what modern day slavery looks

like as it occurs in Washington State, USA and around the world. Our hope is that you will take action by sharing this within your

community. Click below to see how the students around the world are participating to create a slave-free world.

Watch a video Video project (http://www.troniefoundation.org/news/article/climbing-for-kids)

Get EducatedFact Sheet (http://www.troniefoundation.org/assets/downloads/TF_WA_schools_FACT_SHEET_2014.pdf)

WA Schools Poster (http://www.troniefoundation.org/assets/downloads/WA_Schools_poster_2014.pdf)

This PSA below was donated by LaGolda and Sound of Gol Foundation: LaGolda, The Animated Series and the Sound of Gol

foundation share the mission of engaging kids to take action and do good around the world. Alongside the Tronie Foundation we aim

to provide awareness and fight human trafficking through our #kickslaveryout campaign. Our hope is to encourage people to

#adopttheseal for children and adults to enjoy equality and freedom in their everyday lives.

In the following public service announcements we aim to expose the difficult conditions in which people live in as victims of human

trafficking. Our goal is to educate viewers and transform their outlook in order for them to feel motivated to take action. We plan to

disseminate our messaging through PSA’s via social media platforms to expose the reality that millions of children and adults face

worldwide and spread world peace.

Our educational campaign is sponsored by a generous donation from Diamond Technology Innovations (dti™ ) dti™tries to be a

socially responsible company in every aspect of our daily operations. At dti™ they believe that their success is directly attributed to

the well-being of our employees, our environment and community, both locally and internationally. To this extent, dti™ is a proud

supporter of The Tronie Foundation and our mission to create a world free of slavery. For more information please visit dti™ website

at www.dtiexact.com/socialresponsibility.
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#KickSlaveryOut Tronie PSA 1

For more information, contact us at info@troniefoundation.org (mailto:info@troniefoundation.org)
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